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Minority discourses and their related tropes
assume spearhead positions in contemporary
debates about the intercultural and the transcultural within a globalizing world.1 Especially
when critical tropes applied in such discourses
are related to the dynamics of tradition and
innovation, of heritage and renewal, they pave
the way for strategies of viewing minority literature(s) as both ethnic/racial signs and as literary
expressions related to North American culture
and literary tradition as a whole. Critical tropes
thus may function in three ways: in the first
place, they can help provide an insider's under
standing of cultural processes at work within
minority groups; as such these tropes are
designed to point out the ethnic and racial
dimensions behind artistic productions, while ideally — avoiding forms of essentialism. They
can aim at exposing the intercultural tensions
and dynamics underlying the literary and social
relationship of mainstream and minority culture(s). Finally, they may link literary texts to
transcultural experiences peculiar to individual
existences in cross-cultural contexts.2
In times of globalization we increasingly
encounter transcultural phenomena in our
everyday life as well as in contemporary artistic
productions. Whereas forms of exclusion and
oppression nourish all minority discourses,
Asian Americans, because as a general
they are highly heterogeneous with regard to
identity, ancestry, and origins, make a particu
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larly useful focus. The history of Asian Americans differs due to varying
waves of immigration, and come from numerous national and cultural
backgrounds.
term
American" needs to be more specifical
ly parsed, since it may refer to Japanese Americans, Chinese Americans,
Korean Americans, Indian American and so forth. Nor are Asian Amer
icans merely a set of subgroups lumped together in one racial category;
because of marriages across Asian subgroups we encounter new cross
identities such as Japanese/Korean, Chinese/Japanese, and Filipino/Vietnamese.3 This uniquely heterogeneous group is further divided by gen
der difference, underscored in recent publications such as Rachel Lee's
The Americas of Asian American Literature: Gendered Fictions of Nation and
Transnation, Patricia Chu's Assimilating Asians: Gendered Strategies of
Authorship in Asian America, and Wendy
In Her Mother's House: The
Politics of Asian American Mother-Daughter-Relationship.4 Changes in U.S.
immigration laws between World War II and 1965 radically altered the
economic and gendered composition of the Asian American population.
Spouses and children could move
the United States due to the exten
sion of nonquota immigration status (Lee 45-46). Gender difference
consequently began to affect the immigration experience of Asian Amer
icans. Such differences have, however, frequently been neglected in lit
erary and social criticism. Pointing toward a wide range of contempo
rary essays discussing transnational issues, Lee laments that "[o]ne
the effects of the wedding of Asian American feminism with the critique
of cultural nationalism is that discussions of gender simply drop out of
the essays addressing the growing need for frameworks to address
transnational or even postnational realities" (11).
emphasizes simi
larly that "though the era of anti-Asian exclusion acts appears
be
over, cultural representations of Asian Americans continue
mark
them as racialized subjects in ways that are heavily gendered, and Asian
American self-representations are accordingly strongly shaped by gen
der and race" (4). With a nod to
and Chu, I suggest that analytical
categories like transculturality and transnationality cannot be separated
from aspects of gender, ethnicity, and class. They need
be seen as
closely intertwined. Only in continuously bridging the gap between the
private and the public, can critics tackle the complexity of identity for
mation emerging from intercultural experiences and tensions in a rapid
ly changing world where the local and the global interact.
realm of Asian American literature represents an ideal textual
matrix to explore the intercultural and the transcultural; Asian Ameri
can writers explore the processes of how individuals and cultures con
struct identities outside the usual frameworks of nationalism.5 Doubly
marginalized as women writers and members of
ethnic fringe group,
authors such as Maxine Hong Kingston, Mei Ng, and Chitra Mitra
Banerjee reveal in their work how closely aligned gender debates and
questions of the intercultural and transcultural are within minorities'
contemporary artistic and critical production. Focusing
three exem
plary texts — Maxine H. Kingston's The Woman Warrior (1976), Mei Ng's
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Eating Chinese Food Naked (1998) and Chitra Banerjee's The Mistress of the
Spices (1997) — I explore this close interrelation with particular refer
ence to two related literary topoi: foodways and the mother-daughter
relationship. Both exert significant cultural functions
a local as well
as a global level and represent a dominant textual presence in the nov
chosen. Therefore both function as central critical tools in my
approach to the reconceptualization of gender identities and gender
roles, as they emerge in the narratives about mother-daughter relation
ships in contemporary novels by Asian American women writers.6
Mother-daughter relationships and food are literary devices and loci
through which the interrelation of private and public spheres can be
explored. Negotiations and tensions between mother and daughter rep
resent
important strategy within feminine and feminist writings that
resort to personal experiences as a
to historical and cultural
changes on a larger scale. Private circumstances turn into public issues
which open up possibilities for reconsidering issues of
gender, and
cultural identity. As Wendy Ho emphasizes:
writers such as Maxine Hong Kingston, Amy Tan, and
Fae Myenne Ng situate their mothers and daughters at domesticfamilial sites, which are complicated by race, ethnicity, gender,
sexuality, and social-economic issues. In their stories are oppor
tunities to analyze the ways Chinese American mothers and
daughters construct and reconstruct their understandings of the
conflicted self in relation
multiple homeplaces and border
lands.
(35-36)
While critics as Sau-ling Wong have suggested that the prominent pres
ence of mother-daughter relationships in writings by Asian American
women may result from the "bitter-sweetness, (the) taxing yet inspiring
duality" (35) of the subject and
enduring popularity for women writ
ers in general, I read it as a literary motif perfectly suited
investigate
aspects of gender in relation to cultural tensions as they emerge from
the imigration experience of Asian Americans. Put briefly, literary ren
derings of the mother-daughter relationship reveal the interrelation
intercultural, transcultural and generational processes.7
I.

In 1976 Maxine Hong Kingston published The Woman Warrior, an auto
biographical story about her experience growing up as part of a Chinese
immigrant family in California.
of the central narrative dimensions
in the text is
relationship between the narrator Maxine and her
mother Brave Orchid. Since
publication this topos has become a reg
ular feature of the works
other Asian American women writers. As
rear-guard to Kingston's pioneering text, novels such as The Joy Luck
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Club (1989) by Amy Tan, The Mistress of the Spices (1997) by Chitra Baner
jee Divakaruni, Eating Chinese Food Naked (1998) by Mei Ng, and The
Strangeness of Beauty (1999) by
Minatoya share a preoccupation
with this pattern of female interaction.8 Indeed, from early psychoana
lytic perspectives inspired by Freud
the radical feminist writings
Adrienne Rich, this relationship is regarded as one of the primary
sources for
formation of identity among women. In drawing upon
it, writers such as Kingston, Divakaruni, and Ng have joined a transculal and transclass
and
on discourse
also
in women'
which female
those
authors of various back
to female offspring and mothers
grounds focus
the interaction between
or mother figures. We should be aware that the mother figure does not
necessarily have to be physically present in
narratives. At times it
is rather the concept of motherhood or the way in which 'mothering' or
being 'mothered' occurs that influences the formation process. Within
this interaction we
discover
ground
which the interplay
between essentialism and constructivism occurs. What is essential to
motherhood
daughterhood
what is socially constructed
remains central, and problematic to feminist discussions of what is
essential or constructed in the whole concept of "woman." In writings
by Kingston, Divakaruni, and Ng the whole question of what it means
to be a woman is aligned with the question of what it means to be Asian
American.
Food transactions and responses
foodways in Asian American texts on
to
s onone function
form
by goes
as important commentary
[t]the the
on various
toward
ways of
establishing multiple feminine identities within an intercultural space.
It is useful to briefly recount some of the theory on food as a trope.
functions as a mediator in various dialectical patterns. As Peter Farb
and George Armelagos elucidate, "
Bantu of southern Africa
regard exchanging food as the formation of what amounts
a tempo
rary covenant between individuals" (3). They further point
Chi
nese culture to emphasize that "[f]or most Chinese, social interactions
are almost inseparable from eating transactions" (3). Self and other are
frequently defined
foodways within various fields of human interac
tion. When Ralph Ellison's protagonist of Invisible Man announces, "I
yam what I am!" (260), he defines food as a marker for ethnic and
regional identity. While such statements help locate the self, the process
of self-identification
hand in hand with a differentiation in in
group and out-group dialectics.9 In setting
in-group apart from the
out-group,
turns food into a marker for differences as well. Histor
ically, cooking and eating habits have repeatedly functioned as means to
define otherness. Food exchange, for instance, as it has taken place in
ethnographic encounters, signifies an invitation to taste difference.
far this invitation leads to acts of absorbing or rejecting otherness
depends
food content, recipient as well as context.10
Where the mother-daughter relationship is concerned, foodways are
bound up within the dialectics of tradition and renewal. While recipes
and eating habits
communitarian structures
the
hand, they
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can also cause conflict and division on the other. In particular for
women caught up in the tensions between traditional and modern soci
etal structures, foodways may turn
a matrix for rejecting and
redefining gender roles. Many contemporary Asian American women
writers respond to such complexity. Accordingly, in their writings cook
ing and eating are shaped into forms of production and consumption
that are directly related to the production of identities and the digestion/change of existing models of identification.
ways narrators
and characters cook and eat are frequently associated with
expres
sion of feminine selves, and perceived as acts of liberation as
as acts
of oppression.
complexities involved in "producing" and "digest
ing" identities in relation to gender and culture characterize the female
protagonists' attempts at coming to terms with conflicting notions of
womanhood and cultural belonging, as they grow up.11
Thus food and a woman's place in history and society are inter
twined in Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior. Maxine, the
narrator, and her mother Brave Orchid, are the central female characters
of the text. Kingston links Brave Orchid with a historical view of the
role of women. Growing up in rural China, she searches for a social
function in a patriarchal system. Later following her emigrated husband
the United States, she has to reconsider self and role in a new cultur
al context. Throughout The Woman Warrior Maxine encounters her
mother's past through stories. She, however,
up in
environ
ment where various cultures interact. Belonging to a generation
trapped in between Chinese and American values, Maxine is exposed to
discriminatory ways
whites
Chinese Americans to a greater
extent than her mother. At the
time, she wants more than her
mother does to immerse herself in American possibilities for redefining
gender roles.
with
subordination of women male wish and
power in both her mother's stories about women in China and in her
mother's
life in the United States, Maxine rebels against parental
values.
Her rebellion is nourished by gender and transcultural aspirations
simultaneously. As Kingston renders it the two dimensions intersect,
since leaving behind the cultural constraints associated with old
makes possible
exploration of transcultural options for reconstruct
ing feminine self and social role in a multicultural society such as the
United States. America's multilayered cultural texture, as Maxine expe
riences it, is
of intercultural tensions. She aspires neither grow up
as a Chinese girl nor turn herself American feminine. A similar obser
vation is made by Wendy Ho when she points out that
Maxine, moreover, must deal with sexist definitions of ideal fem
inine behaviour not only from Chinese culture but
from
mainstream American society.
resents the oppressions locat
ed in both patriarchal cultural systems; and she is not satisfied
with either/or choices between a Chinese and Euro-American
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heritage. This rigid binary does not do justice to the complicat
ed and permeable positionings she maintains in her daily life. In
this ruptured space of painful yet hopeful difference, the self
talks-story in order to begin to stretch and re-imagine her multi
ple legacies.
(126)

Indeed, beyond the
identities constructed in her narrative imagi
nation, Maxine attempts at negotiating a transcultural vision reflected
her fusion of Chinese indirect narration and the Western autobiograph
ical style. Particularly through focusing
her own self and resorting
to first person narration, she sets her narrative apart from the primarily
didactic stories told by
mother.12
Kingston repeatedly resorts to food metaphors to juxtapose Max
ine's and her mother's different conceptions of self and life.13 Brave
Orchid's attitude towards cooking and eating is determined by histori
experiences in China, where she encounters hunger and starvation
during the Chinese revolution, and in the United States where immi
gration leaves her
the lowest level of social hierarchy.
Orchid
endures both situations and, as Kingston portrays her, emerges as a
strong woman from her ordeals. To Orchid, eating bears primarily exis
tential significance. Cooking and eating are means to survive and to
make your family endure. In Kingston's rendering of Brave Orchid's
relation
foodways, food signifies existential struggle. Hence, the
practices of gathering, cooking, and eating food take on the strenuous
quality of making your way in society. "Devouring" and "digesting'
assume figurative meaning, signalling social processes. Kingston relates
Brave Orchid to Chinese heritage, Chinese heroes in particular who win
out against enemies, ghosts, and monsters by devouring them. Devour
the visiting "sitting ghost," Brave Orchid manages to succeed with
in a given social frame. Yet she remains within her gender
despite
belonging to a new generation of women coming of age in a period of
turbulences during which the Chinese cultural context is modernized.
As Ho reminds us in relation to China, "if women stepped out of the
restricted boundaries of their assigned roles they
the power to cause
significant social disruption or destruction" (124). Brave Orchid profits
from social changes professionally. But we should be aware that since
her medical profession provides service for the good of the community,
gesture of independence can be tolerated by
people in the vil
lage.
That Brave Orchid accepts traditional gender roles becomes obvious
when she immediately follows the call of her emigrant husband. She
thereby sacrifices
good standing in Chinese culture and faces a new
beginning in a strange social and cultural situation. In California she
joins her husband in a Stockton laundry and, returning to the tradition
al role of child bearer, proceeds to bear six children in spite of her age
forty-five. Her development reveals a tendency in
Orchid to fol
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low a culturally prescribed path. Hence, she also remains rooted in her
Chinese heritage, as her ways of storytelling and cooking illustrate. The
fixation
the memories of the past are essential for her struggle of sur
vival. But her backward orientation keeps
also trapped in the cook
ing habits of the past. She carries heavy sacks of Texas rice up and
downstairs, symbolically indicating her failure to develop a new self.
Food does not turn into a creative matrix for new recipes or new inspi
rations for a redefinition of gender roles. Rather, food in America is
indeed a necessity as well as a burden to her.
Kingston comes close to parody when she illustrates
Orchid's
cooking ingredients through the voice of the narrator
mother has cooked for us: racoons, skunks, hawks, city
pigeons, wild ducks, wild geese, black-skinned bantams, snakes,
garden snails, turtles that crawled about the pantry floor and
sometimes escaped under refrigerator or stove, catfish that
swam in the bathtub.
(85)
Her choice of food signals a very pragmatic and utilitarian approach to
cooking and life
a larger scale. She adjusts herself to the circum
stances surrounding her. Food is
assertion of self here. Although
food is indeed necessary for living it does not carry a profound sense
cultural or female identity in the case of Brave Orchid. Rather the arbi
trariness suggests a lack of choice, which is on the one hand part
social reality,
the other hand representative of Brave Orchid's mind.
An assertion of self and self-fulfillment would mean "extravagance" for
her; yet she builds her life only around "necessity."14 A change, then,
has occured since the time when her early vocation to pursue medical
studies still represented
act of personal choice. Along with the cul
tural shift, assimilationism
her submit to the dictates of patriarchy
and American economy. While she adjusts to the economic necessities
of American life, she does not open up to the pleasures provided by its
superfluities. Candies to her are really luxurious because food is to be
consumed, not to be enjoyed. Cooking and eating then turn into
rituals which mean survival, yet fail to provide a basis for communica
tion between mother and daughter.
Neither a positive cultural nor an affirmative feminine model
emerges for Maxine as concerns her mother's ways of cooking.
the
contrary, she rejects her mother's foodways completely:

We'd have to face four- and five-day-old-leftovers until we ate it
all. The squid eye would
appearing at breakfast and dinner
until eaten. Some brown masses sat on every dish. I have seen
revulsion on faces of visitor's who've caught us at meals. "Have
you eaten yet?" the Chinese greet one another. "Yes, I have,"
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they answer whether they have or not. "And you?" I would live
on plastic.
(87)

Maxine reveals both a radical negation as well as her desire for fast food
readily served in plastic cups on plastic plates. Yet
is
to
reaction than just a critique of the quality
meals. Maxine sees
mother's cooking living up to male and to Chinese, as well as Chinese
American, communal expectations, all
which she resists. She feels
particularly repulsed
Chinese sayings defining girls as unworthy of
food. Repeatedly expressing phrases like "feeding girls is feeding cow
birds" (48), her parents and other members
the Chinese American
community enrage Maxine and expose the subordinate role of women
traditional Chinese thinking. In the narrative of her dream-vision —
her alter ego is the swordswoman
"White Tigers" — Maxine rede
fines an approach toward food and life. Through her act
storytelling
she counteracts conventional thoughts by letting the heroine act out
control
food selection and distribution (40). And she associates an
excessive consumption
food with patriarchy primarily. When she
looks into the water gourd in the fantasy section she sees the men she is
trained to execute: "fat men ate meat; fat
drank wine made from
rice; fat men sat
naked little girls" (34). Food becomes an equivalent
for female exploitation by males in both domestic and
terms.
is precisely this pattern
gender relations she sets
to fight
On the level
personal interaction, a similar model kind power
relationship lures behind her mother's cooking habits, too. As Kingston
puts it, her mother may intend to communicate through food, yet urg
ing the children to eat day-old-left-overs turns communication into
repression. For the narrator Maxine, a personal retreat
a world of
fantasy and storytelling provides alternative visions of foodways and
has a liberating effect. Most of the food imagery
"White Tigers" sub
verts any form of food consumption associated with necessity or extrav
agance.
old couple that guides the swordswoman during
absence from the family is characterized by modesty: "The old couple
ate little except
peaches" (27), we are told. Cautiously the old man
and old woman prepare the swordswoman
the ascetic experience
she encounters in the wilderness afterwards. There the absence of food
provides the source
a new vision:

Hunger also changes the world — when eating can't
a
then neither can seeing. I saw two people
gold dancing the
earth's dances. They turned so perfectly that together they were
axis of the earth's turning. They were light; they were
changing gold — Chinese lion dancers, African lion dancers in
midstep. I heard high Javanse bells deepen in midring to Indian
bells, Hindu Indian, American Indian .... whenever I did not
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eat for long, as during famine or battle, I could stare at ordinary
people and see their light and gold.
(31-32)

Outside of history, she frees herself from the constraints of local culture
and family and develops a transcultural vision that has to be seen as a
counterreaction to the intercultural tensions Maxine faces in the United
States. As the swordswoman's vision illustrates, new perspectives
emerge
a change of habits. While ritualized forms of consuming
food tends to blind oneself towards the beauty and pleasure of it as well
as of those providing it, scarcity makes it exceptional. Accordingly, rit
ualized foodways such as images of
family at a wedding are juxta
posed with the simplicity of food provided
the wilderness where the
swordswoman enjoys the best meal of her life (30).
In real life Maxine refuses to cook for others. She turns her back on
female serving functions. While for
Orchid, America simply
stands for enough food, for Maxine her parents' decision to finally give
up property in China and to
in the States permanently signifies a
cultural liberation. Cheerfully she announces:
belong to the plan
now, Mama.
it make sense to you that if we're
longer
attached to one piece of land, we belong to the planet" (99)? For Max
ine it is not the abundance of food that makes
new cultural setting
attractive to her, though she obviously enjoys various aspects of Ameri
can commodity culture and food. Rather, she is enthusiastic about hav
ing the possibility of developing a political and cultural consciousness
through education and through writing that
her redefine her role as
woman. Her political consciousness as a young woman growing up
the 1960s is clearly a transcultural one. Not only does she protest
against racial discrimination within the United States she
demon
strates against the Vietnam War and criticizes Chinese communists for
treating farmers in China badly. While her mother keeps talking about
the village, thus remaining linked with a local view of culture, Maxine
places her social role within a transcultural context. A woman, to her,
not only may
where and what she wants she can also shape the
power relations determining the interaction of cultures and sexes in an
increasingly globalizing world artistically and politically.

II.
Ng's novel Eating Chinese Food Naked (1998) is based
Ruby's
return to her family home after completing a degree in
Studies
and while suffering from a severe identity crisis. Whereas Ruby's inter
actions with her entire family and her partner form part of her attempt
to resolve identity and direction crisis, it is
relationship with her
mother on which she becomes transfixed as a means of personal resolu
tion. Ng then chooses a domestic setting for rendering the intercultural
conflicts emerging within Ruby's processes of identity formation. As
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Lee reminds us, it is important within a critique of social oppression not
to forget "the exposure of tyrannies within the household, or the envi
sioning of a future where sexism and homophobia are not givens" (140).
It is through the interaction with her mother that Ruby distinguishes
herself from, as well as aligns herself with
American, and Chi
nese American culture.
Throughout the novel we encounter habits of cooking and eating as
literary tropes which reveal the characters' attitude towards their cul
the onfrom
Such
al heritage and
tergoes
function
Ng as commentary
words,
the cooks
interrelationship
eating. meals
how
eating,
self anding
community.
places foodways in the context of ritual and
communion. She contextualizes eating scenes differently to highlight

kitchen,
such rituals may reflect bonds as well as bondage,
and the failure
of human interaction. Primarily through the characters' personal
responses to food we learn about the levels or absence of communica
tion between the individual family members. Indeed, food takes on a
symbolic function in the process of delineating social spaces as
novel
progresses. Ruby's parents Franklin and Bell have chosen separate
rooms to eat. While he remains in the kitchen, Bell consumes her
in the basement.
spatial differentiation signals power structures at
work within the household. As Lee points out,
[m]aking home and making oneself at home have subtle distinc
tions that become clear upon attending to gender and race. Mak
home signifies an investment in communal living space and
the concessions one allows to ensure the stability of that shared
space. By contrast, making oneself at home signals rendering the
home comfortable for the self — in other
building a place
where each man can be king.
(50-51)
Bell seems to retreat, whereas Franklin remains in the
the cen
of home. Through her withdrawal she shows that eating rituals have
lost their communitarian power where
wife-husband relationship is
concerned. Franklin, too, chooses a solipistic setting for
As a
habit he watches news on TV while eating all by himself. To him food
ways are reduced to aspects of nutrition primarily. Ng makes clear that
like absorbing
is a solitary act of a
existence in self
chosen isolation. Franklin neither shares food nor
for the family
any longer.
From the very beginning the lack of communication between
Franklin and Bell is signalled through their responses to culturally dif
ferent sorts of food. "Don't they have rice in this country?" (30). Bell
rejects American food already on the passage
China to America,
whereas Franklin
into raptures about sandwiches and pizza. In
Ng's rendering, foodways signify both mental and physical separation.
Neither verbal nor physical interaction takes place between Ruby's par
ents. As a consequence, the mother-daughter relationship becomes
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essential for reconstructing communal patterns within the family. For
the mother Chinese food clearly symbolizes an element of identity for
mation that keeps her related to the past. She envisions a similar rela
tionship to foodways for Ruby: "Remember you used to love salty fish?"
(13), she says. Again,
connects food with past experiences and
hopes to establish a common bond between mother and daughter. Due
to
experience of immigration, foodways are important for her in pre
serving cultural roots and her sense of cultural cohesion. Thus Bell
sends dried foods from Chinatown to her friends in Florida — "mushroomes, noodles, shrimp" (50).
Within this communal pattern the act of sharing meals with others
becomes part of a self-chosen sacrifice on part of the mother:
picked out a choice morsel of chicken and placed it in her
daughter's bowl. Ruby
used to fending herself that when
the sweet white meat appeared in front of her, she nearly broke
down and cried right there at the table. It didn't matter that she
liked dark meat better. Her mother was chewing on a chicken
foot. "You eat," Ruby said and tried to put
meat in her
mother's bowl. Bell waves the food in the air. "More sweet near
the bone," she said.
(11-12)

Handing the sweet white meat to her daughter, Bell fulfills an act of
affection. Similarly Ruby's early timid rejection of her mother's offer
should be
Beyond the pattern of mutual care characterizing
the interaction between mother and daughter,
above passage sheds
light upon their similar view of food as part of communitarian politics.
Ruby imitates her mother's acts of self-sacrifice during her life as a stu
dent
Her friends give her cookbooks and she rejoices at
cooking for them all. Moreover she uses the act of cooking for negotiat
differences within the family, and for establishing communal bonds:
In the kitchen, Ruby had found a grace she didn't have with dou
ble Dutch or softball or flirting. Those things baffled her, but she
had a way with ginger and black beans and garlic. She figured
out the
by watching her parents night after night. When the
rice was too hard, her mother chewed slowly with only her front
no
h. When
it was
her father jabbed at it as
were
herif
trying to kill it. Eventually Ruby learned to make a pot of rice
that was soft enough for her mother and hard enough for her
father,
task.
(48)

small
soft,

But while sharing the social aspects of her mother's foodways, she
detests other aspects of them. Being born in America, she enjoys fast
food culture and rejects cooking habits that are related to
mother's
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Chinese heritage. When she invites her Jewish lover Nick over for din
ner at her parents' home she feels relieved that "her mother
made
Chinese food for Americans, neat and clean, not like the dishes she usu
ally made, with claws and heads, skin and tails like it was still an ani
mal" (129).
As Ng's use of various food metaphors demonstrates, Ruby is torn
between her love for her mother, her search for her own gender role and
the intercultural tensions emerging from her life as an offspring of an
immigrant family. Her experiments with cooking as well as
multi
cultural eating experiences encompassing Chinese, Chinese-American,
Jewish, Italian and fast food go hand in hand with
various hetero
sexual and homosexual adventures. During her search for a sense
identity as a woman she performs multiple identities involving sexuali
ty, cooking and
Teresa de Lauretis best describes such concept
of shifting identities as
"What is emerging in feminist writing
is, instead, the concept of a multiple, shifting, and often self-contradic
tory identity . . ." (9). So Ruby acts black, white and Puerto Rican but
she doesn't know how to behave Chinese. Paradoxically, her parents
never teach her Chinese, yet are embarrassed when she asks for English
menus in Chinese restaurants (95-96). Such circumstances reveal the
tensions at work, as Ruby aspires for a liveable identity pattern through
out
textual progression of Eating Chinese Food Naked. Her multicul

The
She
her
onsexual
al environment
seems to offer
Nginfinitesexual
possibilities.
Yet at the same
time, heterogeneity calls forth confusion and makes orientation diffi
cult.
On her search for gender and cultural identity, food and body like
wise turn into fields of experimentation for Ruby. Both describe forms
of physical journeys that reveal a desire for bodily pleasures on the one
hand and a hunger for identification on the other. Frequently eating
scenes are followed by passages describing moments of sexual interac
tion. Sharing dinner and having sex with her lover Nick is not enough,
though.
needs various spatial settings for her physical pleasures
which underscores
inner restlessness. A change of local settings for
dinner is accompanied by new places for having
intercourse:
"She still wanted to have sex, but now they did it
the sofa or
the
rug in front of the sofa or even in the kitchen" (226).
Her nightly wanderings through the streets of Queens are accompa
nied by her desire for food — sweet food in particular — and for sex.
Both signify physical pleasures giving her existence temporary meaning
and satisfaction. Both represent processes of interaction and transfor
mation, as Ng turns body and food into means of communicating gen
der and cultural differences.
nakedness and food intertwine
when she describes Ruby's growing awareness of her lesbian sexual
identity.
mouth in particular turns into a means of communicating,
absorbing and digesting strategies of identification.15 Gringo food and
Nick's penis fuse into an image of white maleness that repulses Ruby as
she becomes gradually aware of her true
inclinations.
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For the first time, the sight of his soft penis didn't
fit with
the tins of dumplings, noodles, rice. It
been just in her
end
h, but
girls
suddenly she didn't
to want it so near her food
While
Not
sive
hungry, she sat with her legs folded under her and picked at her
beef lo mein.
III
(233)

Ruby
on

Notions of both cultural and sexual difference
distance her
self from Nick. Eating food naked is a moment of revelation.
Nick is displeased with what we considers her Chineseness, she rejects
his male, hairy physique.
Gender orientation is primarily documented through Ruby's rela
tionship to her mother. Both physically and emotionally, as Ng signals
in her narrative, Ruby feels drawn
her mother.
she is mas
turbating while sharing the bed with her sleeping mother. Moreover
she aims at protecting her mother against the patriarchal structures in
the family household. She even wants to liberate Bell from the oppres
circumstances at home and take her on a
to Florida. Hence,
growing up awakens in her an increased sense of female solidarity that
in her childhood is already accompanied
a longing for physical close
ness with other
such as Mary Ann.16 Her infatuation with Hazel at
the
of the narrative finally reveals a grown sexual identity. Despite
the generational and cultural differences between Ruby and her mother,
this identity pattern is embedded in a larger context of female solidari
ty which is expressed through her encounter with a Chinese woman in
the laundry, and through the recipe for sea bass she asks for and
receives from her mother at the very end of the novel. Within the seem
ingly infinite possibilities of a multicultural environment, cooking
remains the link to bridge individual and cultural differences and estab
lishes a matrix for feminine identities beyond heterosexuality.
.
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni's first novel The Mistress of the Spices (1997)
— part Oriental tale, part romance, part immigrant narrative — tells the
story of an Indian American immigrant woman running a spice store in
California. While the novel moves back and forth between past and pre
sent, myth and reality, we learn about Tilo, both protagonist and narra
tor, her Indian cultural background, her relationship to mother figures,
and her self-chosen position as social worker and healer within the con
text of her business in California. Throughout the novel Divakaruni
resorts to food as a trope for redefining female identities. But in com
parison to Kingston and Ng, she links foodways to the mother-daughter
relationship
a more abstract level, though. We encounter the
mother only marginally, whereas the dominant mother figure appears
in a mythic context: the First Mother or the Old One, as the narrator and
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protagonist Tilo calls her, becomes Tilo's mentor throughout her train
ing on her way to become a "mistress
the spices." As a controlling
force she remains a vital part Tilo's conscience throughout the novel.
She thus signifies a role model as well as a restrictive pattern from
which Tilo attempts to break
repeatedly. Within
narrative
creates her own idiosyncratic identity as a woman always ready to rebel
through opposing both mother figures. Despite her acts of rebellion,
she keeps conversing with the two of them in her imagination: "Moth
er, I never thought it would be
this" (17), she cries out in the tale
about the pirates taking her out of her homeland, destroying her past
and taking her and on a transcultural journey. "Pirates come from
races and many lands" (17), she tells the reader.
Leaving behind her local cultural setting, she is repeatedly initiated
into new cultural contexts, on the island as well as in California. As far
as intercultural tensions are concerned, Divakaruni focuses on
experience in the United States. In the former's rendering,
more
specifically spice, bears a special relationship to the cultural dynamics at
work in Tilo's own life and the lives of the Indian immigrants frequent
her store. Tilo's store represents a remainder
Indian heritage,
all the spices bear specific functions the context healing, moti
vating, and cleansing as they are practiced
Indian folk belief. And
Tilo uses them according to her knowledge she gained from the Old
One. But at the same time, the store also contains a video section rang
ing from silent movies to action movies, thus also representing cultural
productions
in the US. Although she is separated from American
culture through her enclosure in the spice store, the heterogeneous set
up of her business refers to processes cultural interaction which char
acterize both the lives
immigrants from India as well as her future
destiny the novel. The metaphor enclosure is also implanted
herself, for her aged surface covers up a young body underneath. As
she immerses herself gradually
her environment outside the store,
her bodily changes signal an opening of her self to new cultural condi
tions, while the spices function as guidance for her series
transfor
mations.
Spices fulfill a triple function in Divakaruni's novel. Within Tilo's
mission for immigrants in the United States they occupy a social space.
Indeed, the store itself represents a contact zone, a sacred room which
individual problems find a public forum. As Divakaruni puts it, the
spices are Tilo's remedies
her business as saleswoman and healer.
Moreover, the spices signify the potential of a new beginning. Referring
to the secret powers of turmeric, Tilo explains that its voice is "like the
beginning of the world" (13). Clearly, Divakaruni relates the hope of a
new beginning to both the origin of American history and to the immi
grant dream. Finally, on the level
gender spices are part of an identi
fication strategy which allows Tilo to negotiate between her public role
as a distanced saleswoman,
private
as a woman desiring public
immersion, and the young body inside herself that longs
female
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identity in the contact zone between sexes and cultures. The most
important spice in Indian culture — red chilli — turns into a central
trope for Tilo's transgression of boundaries in
attempt to fuse sexu
al fulfillment with social responsibility. With regard to the latter her
conversations with the spices are indirect forms of communication with
her First Mother and remind
of the public tasks she has to fulfill.
One of the rules given by the First Mother is that no contact outside
the store is permitted for Tilo. Further, "it is not allowed for Mistresses
touch
come to us. To upset the delicate axis of giving and
receiving
which our lives are held precarious" (6). Yet Tilo breaks
rules repeatedly in order to help others, but also to free her young body
from the burden of social responsibility embodied
its old skin. "It
tires me at moments, this old body which I put
when I came to Amer
ica, along with an old body's pains. It is as the First Mother
warned
me" (25), Tilo reveals and she admits, too: "All
things you warned
me against, First
I wanted them" (28). This longing to distance
herself from motherly wishes can be traced back
early childhood
experiences. In a manner similar to the narratives by Chinese-American
women writers such as Kingston and Tan, Divakaruni emphasizes the
rejection of the girl-child by her parents: "my parents' faces were heavy
with fallen hope at another girl-child, and this one coloured like mud. .
. . What does she bring
the family except a dowry debt" (7).
on the physical separation of mother and daughter signals
Tilo's isolated position in her village. Due to a fever, her mother is not
capable of breastfeeding her. Tilo instead is fed with milk
a white
ass. Being nourished from "the outside,she seems
develop a tenden
cy to break through any form of enclosure. The way she constructs her
various identities in stories about the life before her work in the store in
California can only be described in terms of rebellion. She eats the best
portions and throws the leavings
the floor for her brothers and sis
ters, scandalous for a girl in
Asian cultural context. And she revers
es the child-parent relationship since it is she
brings the family
support and wealth through her prophetic role as seer in the village.
Her rebellious spirit is further intensified in her tale about
adventure
with snakes. Again she disobeys authority in the shape of the mythic
snakes and enters the
of the First Mother. The setting is clearly a
communitarian and an exclusively female one:
The lessons we learned on the island might surprise you, you
think our Mistress-lives to be full of the exotic, mystery and
drama and danger. Those were there, yes, for the spice-power
we were learning to bend to our purposes could have destroyed
us in a moment if wrongly invoked. But much of our time was
spent in common things, sweeping and stitching and rolling
wicks for lamps, gathering wild spinach and roasting chapatis
and braiding each other's hair. We learned to be neat and indus
trious and to work together, to protect one another when we
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could from the Old One's anger, her tongue that could lash like
lightning. . . . Most of all we learned to feel without words the
sorrows of our sisters, and without words to console them.
(52)

What she encounters
the island is a training that enables her to ful
fill a serving function, not all that different from the traditional role rais
girls and young women within patriarchal structures. Her reference
to a matriarchal power structure at work here is ambivalent. Tilo prais
es the community aspects which help her later to infuse
business
with humanitarian concern., but she builds up an individualistic stance
against female authority. Overall, she is critical toward all forms of
authoritarian power regardless of gender differences.
At the same time she deconstructs the image of the exotic and mys
terious mistress, thus subverting stereotypical representations of Asian
American women in an Oriental tale. While using characteristic ele
ments of such a genre, she includes and subverts narrative strategies
associated with it.17
the two bodies she is carrying, her narrative
technique wanders between the old traditions of tales and the modern
conception of the novel, between the imaginary and the
While the
store and her early memories relate to the tradition of tales, experiences
in America outside the store belong mainly to the novel.
Leaving behind the enclosure and shelter of the store, she crosses
cultural as well as sexual boundaries. Her slowly emerging relationship
with Raven, whose name already refers to his Native American heritage,
signifies intercultural processes at work in Divakaruni's rendering of the
theme of immigration. While Divakaruni is playing on the romance
theme, she does not resort to a marriage plot. As Chu points out,
"[b]ecause marriage plots are central to gender construction in tradi
tional bildungsroman, their absence or transformation in Asian Ameri
can narratives may also be read as the author's rethinking of gender
roles" (18). Indeed, marriage frequently functions as a key trope signi
fying the immigrant's successful completion of Americanization. In
writings by Asian American writers we detect several digressions from
such a trope, though. Divakaruni, for instance, dismisses the marriage
plot and replaces the classical white romantic partner with a counter
part of Native American descent. In referring to writings by Bharati
Mukherjee and Edith Maude
Chu cautions that "neither author
entirely escapes the genre's [bildungsroman] tendency to equate femi
nist consciousness and agency with first world women and fatalist or
passive positions with
world women" (21). Divakaruni, though,
not only drops the white romantic partner, she also chooses a heroine
does not give in to
escapist moves. On the contrary, she
takes action and pulls
back into history and social responsibility. In
order to develop the connections between India and America concrete
ly, she draws
bodily metaphors. Tilo's gradual immersion within
American society is accordingly signalled through a series physical
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transformations. Breaking the rules of the First Mother she uses the
power of the spices — "crushed red chillies" (279) — for her own desire
once. Stripping off the old skin, she turns herself young and beautiful
for her first night with Raven. This change links
alternative body to
the utopian concept of new beginnings ever-present in American histo
ry. Yet
physical intercourse between her and Raven signifies the
interaction between India and America on a figurative cultural level. A
transcultural dimension is introduced to their physical union when Tilo
reveals: "... I feel the hot release take us both: Till we are one body and
bodies and
body all at once" (289). This reference to the tran
scultural does not transcend the consequences of intercultural process
es and tensions, though. Rather, the crossing of boundaries leads to
transformation and leaves marks on her body. Looking at herself in the
rear mirror of
car, Tilo realizes:
She is different, the woman in the mirror. High cheek-bones,
straight brows with crease lines between. Some grey hair. Not
particularly pretty or ugly, not particularly young or old. Just
ordinary.
(306)

Just like she finally breaks through the
of her old body, she dis
mantles the constructions of cultural self and other mutually generated
by Raven and herself. So
concept of
Oriental passivity must
collapse as must her view of him as
active American male. Repeat
edly she calls him "My American," which displays both her affection
and her growing awareness that her image of him is part of
cul
tural imagination. Divakaruni seems to share Ania Loomba's conviction
that "we cannot appreciate the specific nature of diverse hybridities if
we do not attend to the nuances of each of the cultures that come togeth
er" (180). She also breaks through the simple binary opposition of colo
nizer and colonized in her gendered discourse of immigrant experience.
Tilo's outer appearance in the
relates to the outlook she
gained from her engagement in the lives of immigrants and from her
relationship with Raven. She has rid herself of false illusions.
does
not follow Raven after
Francisco is shattered by an earthquake to
look for a new beginning
place else, thereby correcting Raven's
belief in an earthly paradise. Instead she convinces him to return to
help those in need. Tilo rebels one more time, at this point against male
escapism and a false belief in the possibility of constant renewal. In so
doing, she turns her back on the American dream as well. Closing the
store and dropping the last spices into the ocean, she stops conversing
with the mythic mother figure. Returning to the earthquake area, she
demonstrates that she has integrated motherly instructions for social
responsibility into
own dream of self-fulfillment.
Though individually quite different in tone and plot, all three nov
discussed here display a strong tendency among Asian American
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women writers to draw upon tropes which are traditionally associated
with the female private sphere, in order to negotiate
identities in
relation to sexual and public role performances. Foodways and mother
daughter relationship are textually reconstructed as ways to create and
communicate social meanings. Traditionally, as anthropologists have
continuously pointed out, the ways food is prepared and consumed
may delineate a sense of group belonging, perform rituals of cultural
identity. Within Asian American women's writing, foodways as central
trope related to the mother-daughter relationship poses various pivotal
questions on how to broaden definitions
a feminine self and female
communal action within a political context which is still often charac
terized by a woman cooking at home and her dependence on a male
cook in public business. Most important perhaps, these women writers
provide us with tropes on a narrative level that stimulate further critical
investigation
the interrelation of discourses
minorities, gender
and globalization.

Notes:
1. African American literary and cultural criticism has been a propelling
force within the field of minority discourses. Critics such as Gates and
Baker have fostered significant methodologies which allow for
intertextual and intercultural approach the literature(s) of North America.
Tropes such as 'signifying' or 'blues' not only provide the matrix for an
assessment of black literary and cultural discourse but open up per
spectives for the investigation of other multilayered cultural discourses
as well.
2. For a discussion of the historical dimension of the intercultural and
the transcultural see Drechsel 6-15.
3. See also Lott, 92-93.
4. For approaches to historical aspects of Asian American experiences
see Takaki and Okihiro. Such diversity makes it a difficult task for crit
ics to come to terms with Asian American histor(ies) and literature(s).
Critics such as Elaine Kim have done significant pioneer work in giving
us a broad historical range of works by Asian American; she places indi
vidual works and authors within a specific sociological framework.
she manages contextualize Asian American literature historical
ly and to contribute
the establishment of a canon of Asian American
literature significantly. Approaches like hers, yet, do not necessarily
bring forth tropes which allow us to read texts within an overall intertextual and intercultural pattern. Wong marks an important break
through as concerns an intertextual understanding of Asian American
texts beyond the category of sociological confinement.
5. For a discussion of Asian American literature in the context of ethnic
revivalism and transcultural orientation see
Buell, 177-216.
6. Drawing upon Maxine H. Kingston's The Woman Warrior in particu
lar, Wong develops various food metaphors for approaching Asian
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American texts. Several major tropes evolve within Wong's juxtaposi
tion of "necessity" and "extravagance", two modes of existence and
operation which she derives from her reading of Maxine Hong
Kingston's novel. While necessity signifies "survival-driven" and "con
servation-minded" extravagance suggests being attracted to "freedom,
excess, emotional expressiveness and autotelism" (13). Using this
dialectical pattern as framework for locating
literary and cultural
significance in Asian American literature, she differentiates between
three larger tropes: 'big eating', 'food prostitution' and 'food pornogra
phy'. Whereas the first trope refers to the immigrant generation and
signals that food is primarily seen as sacrifice and necessity, the second
trope signifies forms of cultural assimilation and adaptation. It relates
especially to American born Asians and suggests a giving up of cultur
al identity
adjusting to consumerist attitudes
food.
last
trope, finally, emphasizes the economic aspects of producing and selling
food as ethnic sign. It describes a process in which food and cultural
identity are manipulated for the sake of financial profit. Wong discuss
es all three tropes examining in which way their literary rendering
reflects stereotypic ethnic significance, exposes various layers of cultur
al assimilation and reflects consequences of cultural transformation
resulting from immigration or integration.
7. For general discussions of the mother-daughter relationship without
cultural differentiation, though, see Rich, Koppelman, and Hirsch.
8. Kingston and Tan are especially well known in the Asian American
studies community, not only because of their success as writers but also
in connection to the controversy their writings have caused. Clearly
their popularity has linked them
along with similarities
and their assimilationist perspective of first generation Chinese
American children, but they have
found themselves at the center
a debate within Asian American studies, in which critics and writers
such as Frank Chin have accused them of "being complicit with the
white publishing industry in distorting Asian legends and creating
unflattering portraits of Asian and Asian American men (and women)"
(Kok Cheung 11). They have been scolded for prostituting their culture,
selling the 'exotic', at a cost to the communities which they have often
left behind with their fame and fortune. Indeed, from such a perspec
tive the novels of Kingston, Tan and Ng appear to be mainstream nov
about mothers and daughters with an 'Asian twist', which seek to
confirm the all-powerful nature of mainstream white American culture
to assimilate first generation Chinese-Americans. Conversely, these
female authors are celebrated
feminist critics like Shirley Lim and
King Kok Cheung for having giving voice to the experience of ChineseAmerican women that have felt themselves alienated from mainstream
America and Chinese culture at the same time.
9. In the introduction to their anthology, Brown and Mussell emphasize
the group-forming function of food: "Foodways bind individual togeth
er, define the limits of the group's outreach and identity, distinguish in
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group from out-group, serve as a medium of inter-group communica
tion, celebrate cultural cohesion, and provide a context for performance
of group rituals" (5). For foodways see Kalcik (in particular 50). For
foodways as an important means of creating an ethnic sign system see
Boelhower.
10. As concerns contemporary cosmopolitan societies the consumption
of different ethnic food is seen as an expression of an increasingly
scultural outlook.
11. The texts discussed in the subsequent pages underscore how food
and text function as cultural and gender signs within an Asian Ameri
can narrative tradition developed by women writers.
12. For aspects of autobiographical elements in minority literatures see
Eakins and Bell, 184.
13. The mother-daughter relationship
relation to narrative tech
niques is well discussed in Juhasz.
14. Wong builds her discussion of Kingston's text around these two
metaphors
'necessity' and 'extravagance' (154).
15. For a discussion
tongue and mouth as tropes within the cultural
and artistic discourses see Benthien.
16. For a discussion female oppression within minority
see Ling,
15.
17. Divakaruni's subversion of Asian female stereotypes should
seen
as part of an ongoing process to recenter women
the fields of Asian
and Asian American literature and cultural studies. See also
Y.
Okihiro who points
that "[w]omen's recentering, their inclusion
within "our community
memory, has only just begun. This project
leads us to the following conclusions: recentering women extends the
interpretive and geographic boundaries of Asian American history and
identity—Asian America's bachelor society was neither exclusively male
nor splendidly from Asia; recentering women positions gender as a
prominent social category in determining relations of power and trajec
tories of social change —race and class are neither the sole nor principal
determinants of Asian American history and culture" (91).
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